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ABSTRACT

Retrograde bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) sig-
naling at the Drosophila neuromuscular junction
(NMJ) has served as a paradigm to study TGF-
�-dependent synaptic function and maturation.
Yet, how retrograde BMP signaling transcription-
ally regulates these functions remains unresolved.
Here, we uncover a gene network, enriched for
neurotransmission-related genes, that is controlled
by retrograde BMP signaling in motor neurons
through two Smad-binding cis-regulatory motifs, the
BMP-activating (BMP-AE) and silencer (BMP-SE) el-
ements. Unpredictably, both motifs mediate direct
gene activation, with no involvement of the BMP dere-
pression pathway regulators Schnurri and Brinker.
Genome editing of candidate BMP-SE and BMP-AE
within the locus of the active zone gene bruchpilot,
and a novel Ly6 gene witty, demonstrated the role of
these motifs in upregulating genes required for the
maturation of pre- and post-synaptic NMJ compart-
ments. Our findings uncover how Smad-dependent
transcriptional mechanisms specific to motor neu-
rons directly orchestrate a gene network required for
synaptic maturation by retrograde BMP signaling.

INTRODUCTION

In metazoans, transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-�)
members play key roles in the developing and mature cen-
tral nervous system (CNS) to orchestrate a wide vari-
ety of processes including neurogenesis, neuronal specifi-

cation, synaptic growth as well as stability, neurotransmis-
sion, homeostasis and plasticity (1,2). Commensurate with
its critical neuronal functions, deregulation of the TGF-�
pathway is linked with multiple severe human neurological
disorders (3,4). Despite these roles, the downstream molec-
ular and transcriptional mechanisms regulated by neuronal
TGF-� signaling remain largely unknown.

The Drosophila neuromuscular junction (NMJ) provides
an ideal model for determining how TGF-� signaling coor-
dinates complex synaptic functions and its downstream ef-
fector target genes. At the growing larval NMJ, bone mor-
phogenetic proteins (BMPs), a branch of TGF-� ligands,
trigger retrograde BMP signaling and downstream tran-
scription in motor neurons that are essential for synap-
tic function and maturation (5–7). Secreted at the NMJ
by muscle cells and motor neurons, the BMP ligand Glass
bottom boat (Gbb) binds a presynaptic receptor com-
plex composed of the type II BMP receptor kinase Wish-
ful Thinking (Wit) and the type I BMP receptor kinases,
Thickveins (Tkv) and Saxophone (Sax) (5,6,8). Through
dynein-dependent retrograde trafficking, this complex is
transported along the axon and phosphorylates Mother
against dpp (Mad), a transcription factor (9). Phospho-
Mad (pMad) associates with Medea (Med) and accu-
mulates in the nucleus to bind BMP-responsive elements
(BMP-RE) and to regulate downstream gene expression
required for BMP-dependent synaptic functions (8,10,11).
The pMad/Med transcription factor activity is postulated
to control most BMP-dependent synaptic functions at the
NMJ because most of the synaptic defects observed in loss
of function mutants for gbb, tkv, sax and wit are also present
in Mad and Med mutants, as well as upon overexpression of
DNA-binding defective Mad in motor neurons (5,8,11,12).
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Despite the critical importance of BMP-dependent tran-
scription in fly motor neurons, only two BMP-activated tar-
get genes, trio and twit, have been confirmed as effectors of
NMJ function and maturation. However, overexpression of
either of these genes in wit mutants only partially rescued
the synaptic defects, implicating roles for other unknown
BMP targets (13,14). Additionally, it is interesting to note
that our current understanding on the role of these BMP-
regulated genes in NMJ growth and function is only based
on the analysis of null mutant phenotypes. Therefore, the
generation of mutants that selectively test the contribution
of BMP input on the expression of these target genes would
better demonstrate how retrograde BMP signaling regulates
synaptic functions.

We recently reported that the pMad/Med complex di-
rectly binds BMP-activating elements (BMP-AEs) to up-
regulate BMP target genes in fly motor neurons in the
larval ventral nerve cord (VNC) (10). Pioneering studies
performed in other Drosophila tissues revealed that BMP-
dependent activation is also mediated by an indirect de-
repression mechanism (15,16). In this case, the absence of
BMP signaling allows expression of the transcriptional re-
pressor encoded by brinker (brk), which represses BMP-
activated target genes (17–19) (Figure 1A). In the pres-
ence of BMP signaling, brk transcription is repressed by
the direct binding of the pMad/Med complex together with
the corepressor Schnurri (Shn) at BMP-silencer elements
(BMP-SEs). Thus, BMP signaling indirectly upregulates
target genes in those tissues (20,21). Notably, in addition
to brk, the BMP-SE mediates the direct BMP-dependent
repression of numerous genes in other tissues (22–26). In
motor neurons, any role for the BMP-SE in direct gene re-
pression is unknown.

Here, we use computational DNA motif discovery, in
vivo reporter assays and genome engineering to identify the
downstream gene regulatory program controlled by BMP
signaling in motor neurons. We show that BMP signaling
upregulates a network of genes, including many with estab-
lished synaptic functions and/or implicated in neurological
disorders. Most of those BMP-upregulated genes harbor
conserved BMP-REs in their locus, suggesting that these
target genes are directly regulated. Surprisingly, we find that
BMP-SEs operate as activator motifs for neuronal gene
expression, as opposed to their strict silencer function in
other tissues. Finally, targeted mutation of BMP-RE motifs
demonstrates the discrete requirement of BMP transcrip-
tional input to the active zone scaffolding gene bruchpilot
(brp) and to a novel gene, without maturity (witty), in the
control of NMJ maturation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fly strains

Flies were reared on standard medium at 25◦C,
70% humidity. UAS-cg14274-dsRNA (TRIP.JF03191;
BL#28763), UAS-mCherry (Valium10; BL#35787) 6935-
hid (BL#25679), Gal4221w− (BL#26259), Df(2L)BSC200
(BL#9627), Df(2R)BSC408 (BL#24912), hs-Cre
(BL#851), OK6-gal4 (BL#64199), repo-gal4 (BL#7415),
brkXA(BL#58792) (17), tub-PBac (BL#8283), witA12 and

witB11 (BL#5173 and #5174) (5) were obtained from the
Bloomington Drosophila stock center.

Genotypes by figure

Figure 3A. w;;Van75,80nlsLacZ, witA12/+.
w;;Van65nlsLacZ, witA12/Van65nlsLacZ. Figure 3B.
w;;Van75,80nlsLacZ, witA12/+.w;;Van65nlsLacZ,
witA12/Van65nlsLacZ.w;;Van75,80nlsLacZ, witA12/witB11.
w;;Van65nlsLacZ, witA12/Van65nlsLacZ,witB11. Figure 3E.
w;;Van75,80nlsLacZ/+.w;;Van65nlsLacZ/Van65nlsLacZ.
w;;Van75,80ΔmadnlsLacZ/+.w;;Van65ΔmadnlsLacZ/
Van65ΔmadnlsLacZ. Figure 3F.
w;;Van75nlsLacZ/+.w;;Van75SE>AEnlsLacZ/+.
w;Van26nlsDsRed/+.w;Van26AE>SEnlsDsRed/+. Fig-
ure 4. w;;Van36nlsLacZ/+.w;;Van36 AE>SEnlsLacZ/+.
Figure 5A. w;Shn::HA/Shn::HA;repo-gal4/UAS-
nlsEGFP. Figure 5B-C. w;ok6-Gal4,UAS-
nlsEGFP;Van75nlsLacZ/+. w;ok6-Gal4,UAS-
nlsEGFP; UAS-ShnCT/Van75nlsLacZ.w;ok6-Gal4,UAS-
EGFPnls;UAS-ShnCT/Van75SE>AEnlsLacZ. Figure 5E,F.
yw/Y;Van26nlsDsRed/+.yw,brkXA/Y;Van26nlsDsRed/+.
Figure 6B–D. w; brpBMP-SE/Df(2R)BSC408. w; brp
BMP-SEΔmad/Df(2R)BSC408. Figure 6F,G. w.w; Ly6Del/
Ly6Del. w; R-Ly6AE/R-Ly6AE.w; R-Ly6AEΔmad/R-
Ly6AEΔmad. Figure 6H,I. UAS-Dicer2/w; +/Ly6Del;UAS-
mCherry/+. UAS-Dicer2/w; +/Ly6Del; elav-Gal4/UAS-
dsRNA-witty.

RNA-seq analysis and enrichment of BMP-AE and BMP-SE
motifs near BMP-regulated genes

For a detailed description of our multi-pipeline RNA-seq
analysis, refer to (10). Differential expression between con-
trol and wit null mutant wandering third instar larval VNCs
is represented as log2 fold change.

To test for enrichment of BMP-AE and BMP-SE motifs
as well as bcd-responsive fragments (27) to BMP-responsive
genes in the CNS and the embryonic blastoderm, the lo-
cation of both BMP-RE motif types (BMP-AE with BLS
> 0.6 and BMP-SE with BLS > 0.7) and the bcd-responsive
fragments was mapped with the BMP-responsive genes
identified by our RNA-seq and by previous work (28). The
number of BMP-RE motifs or bcd-responsive fragments
within 50 kb of the transcriptional start site of a BMP-
responsive gene was then counted. Statistical significance of
the enrichment was calculated using Pearson’s Chi square
test for count data in R (function chisq.test) with continu-
ity correction without correcting for multiple testing (http:
//www.R-project.org/).

GO term over-representation analysis

Analysis of the DE genes in wit null mutant ventral nerve
cord (VNC) was performed using our previous RNA-seq
(10). Gene ontology over-representation analysis of the
wit DE genes was carried out using PANTHER (http://
pantherdb.org/) (29,30) and DAVID (https://david.ncifcrf.
gov) (31,32). For PANTHER, the Fisher’s exact test and
Bonferroni correction for multiple testing was applied. For
DAVID, the Benjamini correction was used to determine
the P-value.

http://www.R-project.org/
http://pantherdb.org/
https://david.ncifcrf.gov
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Construction of a neurotransmission gene network

The 453 genes that relate to neurotransmission identified
in PANTHER were used to build a neurotransmission
gene network in STRING (https://string-db.org/) (33). The
meaning of network edges and the active interaction sources
were defined as evidence, experiments and databases, re-
spectively. The neurotransmission gene network was then
exported into Cytoscape (v3.8.0) and displayed using the
yFiles organic layout (34).

DisGeNET analysis of the BMP-upregulated genes

We used DIOPT (https://www.flyrnai.org/diopt) (35) and
Ensembl ortholog (36) prediction tools to retrieve the 1086
putative human orthologs of the 637 Drosophila BMP-
upregulated genes identified in our RNA-seq, using the ‘Re-
turn only best match’ option. We used the DisGeNET ap-
plication in Cytoscape (v3.8.0) (37–39) to build a disease to
gene interaction network, applying the curated source with
the strong evidence level to identify human orthologs in-
volved in nervous system diseases. The yFiles radial layout
was then used to display the network. We used the MGI
Mammalian Phenotype Level 4 2019 in Enrichr (https://
amp.pharm.mssm.edu/Enrichr) (40–42) to determine any
enrichments of the 1086 putative human orthologs for neu-
ronal and synaptic mice phenotypes.

BMP-SE identification and prioritization

Using merMer (http://www.insilicolabs.com/cgi-bin/style.
cgi) (43), we identified 385 occurrences matching the
consensus BMP-SE motif (GRCGNCN5GTCTG) in the
Drosophila melanogaster genome. Of these, we selected 261
BMP-SE motifs located in intronic, UTR and intergenic re-
gions and filtered them by the controlled Branch Length
Score (BLS) to motif confidence to evaluate phylogenetic
conservation over 12 Drosophila species with the assistance
of the Stark group. A BLS confidence score based on the rel-
ative conservation of the BMP-SE motif and control motifs
was assigned (Supplementary Figure S3). To generate re-
porter constructs for in vivo testing of enhancer activity, we
first selected all 20 BMP-SEs with a motif confidence ≥0.9
directly located within 12 kb of a wit-responsive gene. To
obtain more instances to test, we also selected 14 additional
BMP-SEs: (i) with a motif confidence ≥0.8 that locates
within 12 kb of a strong wit-responsive gene (log2(FC) ≥
0.6), (ii) with a motif confidence of 0.8 that is ‘paired’ with
another BMP-SE of motif confidence ≥0.9 within 12 kb
of the same annotated gene locus, (iii) with a motif confi-
dence ≥0.8 located within 12 kb of a BMP-repressed gene
or (iv) with a motif confidence ≥0.8 located within 12 kb of
a BMP-upregulated gene of interest. The initial computa-
tional analysis used the Release 3 of the D. melanogaster
reference genome (Dm3) (44). To calculate the proximity
of BMP-SE, BMP-AE and bcd genomic fragment (27) to
BMP-regulated genes, the coordinates of the motifs were
later converted to Release 6 (Dm6) (45). Wit-responsiveness
of neuronally expressed genes was determined using our
previous RNA-seq (10).

Drosophila DNA constructs and transgenic flies

To generate reporter constructs, we used the same approach
as described previously (10) using primers reported in Sup-
plementary Table S1. Mutagenesis was carried out using the
Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit (NEB) or by SOE-PCR us-
ing primers designed to introduce the specific mutations. All
constructs were verified by sequencing.

For fly transgenesis, reporter constructs were inserted via
PhiC31 integrase-mediated site-specific integration at inser-
tion site attP40 (25C6) on chromosome 2 or attP2 (68A4)
on chromosome 3 by Genetics Services Inc. (MA, USA) and
Rainbow Transgenics Flies Inc. (CA, USA).

Genome engineering by CRISPR and ends-out targeting

The endogenously tagged HA::Brk and Shn::HA alleles
were generated using CRISPR/Cas9 genome engineering
in combination with PhiC31integrase-mediated site-specific
recombination. Briefly, the coding sequence and parts of
the 5’UTR and 3’UTR of brk and shn were removed us-
ing Cas9, guide RNAs (gRNAs) and homology arms (HAs)
(brk: 5’: chrX: 7 307 101–7 308 108; 3’: chrX: 7 310 681–
7 311 658; shn: 5’: chr2R: 11 206 075–11 207 317; 3’:
chr2R: 11 216 395–11 217 557) flanking the guide RNAs
recognition sites. The gRNAs and HAs were, respectively,
cloned into the pCFD4 and pHD-dsRed-attP plasmid (Ad-
dgene) (46). Plasmids were co-injected into nos-Cas9 em-
bryos, and modified flies were identified in the progeny us-
ing the 3xP3::dsRed marker, which was subsequently re-
moved by Cre recombinase. The deleted regions were then
reconstituted by standard PhiC31/attB transgenesis using
the RIVwhite 3xHA::brk and RIVwhite Shn::3xHA plas-
mids. The RIVwhite plasmid (47) including 3xHA::brk con-
tains the deleted brk exon and the sequence encoding three
copies of the HA tag inserted directly downstream of the
start codon. The RIVwhite Shn::3xHA plasmid contains
the full-length coding cDNA with the deleted part of the
3’UTR and the sequence encoding three copies of the HA
tag prior to the stop codon. Transformants were identified
by the presence of the w + marker, which was then excised
using Cre recombinase.

To mutate the BMP-SE of the brp locus, we used the scar-
less gene editing procedure described in https://flycrispr.org/
scarless-gene-editing/. Briefly, overlapping extension PCR
was used to insert the two homology arms (5’: chr2R: 9
512 865–9 513 874; 3’: chr2R: 9 513 972–9 515 364) that
carry either a mutated or a wild-type BMP-SE motif and
the 3xP3::eGFP pBac transposon cassette into the pJet 1.2
(ThermoFisher) donor vector. The 2 guide RNA sites sur-
rounding the BMP-SE motif (sequence reported in Supple-
mentary Table S1) were identified using the CRISPR Op-
timal Target Finder (48) and subsequently cloned into the
sgRNA (pU6-BbsI-chiRNA) vector (Addgene). To avoid
multiple CRISPR-mediated excision events, both PAM se-
quences were mutated. To account for possible off-target ef-
fects of CRISPR, a donor construct with a wild-type BMP-
SE and mutated PAM sequences was used as control. Mu-
tant and wild-type donor vectors were injected into nos-
Cas9 fly embryos, along with the two corresponding sgRNA
vectors (Rainbow Transgenics Flies Inc., CA, USA). EGFP

https://string-db.org/
https://www.flyrnai.org/diopt
https://amp.pharm.mssm.edu/Enrichr
http://www.insilicolabs.com/cgi-bin/style.cgi
https://flycrispr.org/scarless-gene-editing/
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screening in progeny of injected flies was performed us-
ing a Leica MZ10 F Stereo Microscope. Removal of the
3xP3::eGFP transposon cassette in transformants was car-
ried out using piggyBac transposase. After confirmation by
sequencing, this procedure yielded two independent lines
for the mutant BMP-SE and one line for the wild-type
BMP-SE.

To perform genomic engineering of the Ly6 gene cluster,
we followed the procedure described in (49–51). In sum-
mary, the PCR amplified 5’ (chr2L: 8,318,763–8,323,873)
and 3’ (chr2L: 8,338,698–8,342,585) homologous regions
flanking the Ly6 genes cluster were cloned into the tar-
geting pGX-attP-WN vector using the restriction sites
NotI/Acc65I and BglII/XhoI, respectively. Following P-
element mediated transgenesis (Genetics Services Inc., MA,
USA), the targeting DNA was excised and linearized us-
ing Flippase and I-SceI. Targeted ‘knock out’ events were
selected using the dual selection marker W::Neo ([G418]
in food = 0.17 mg/ml). A total of 400 000 progeny were
screened, yielding 110 potential candidates of which two
were found to be correctly targeted events, as confirmed by
sequencing. The W::Neo marker was then excised using Cre
recombinase resulting in the final Ly6Del mutant allele, in
which 14,825 bp of the Ly6 genes cluster is replaced with
an attP and loxP site. To restore wild-type and mutated ge-
nomic fragments, we integrated sequences of the Ly6 genes
cluster into the attP site of Ly6Del; the genomic fragment
was PCR-amplified and inserted into the pGE-attBGMR

vector using the NotI/Acc65I restriction sites. Mutagenesis
of the four BMP-AE motifs was carried out by SOE-PCR
using primers designed to introduce the specific mutations.
Partial deletions of the Ly6 gene cluster were performed us-
ing the restriction site NotI/SpeI and AscI/Acc65I. Mu-
tagenesis was carried out by SOE-PCR using primers de-
signed to introduce the specific mutations. All constructs
were verified by sequencing. These constructs were inserted
via PhiC31 integrase-mediated site-specific integration into
Ly6Del (Rainbow Transgenics Flies Inc. CA, USA). The
w + marker from the obtained transformants was excised
using Cre, resulting in flies that harbor a wild-type or mu-
tated Ly6 genes cluster flanked by an attR and a loxP site.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) were carried
out as in (10). The sequence of the probes are indicated in
Supplementary Table S1.

Dissection, immunofluorescence and microscopy

Standard procedures were used for immunostaining
Drosophila wandering third instar VNCs and NMJ4s. To
immunostain GluRIIA at NMJ4, Bouin’s solution was
used as fixative for 5 min at room temperature. For NMJ
dissections, variation in developmental stage between
experimental groups was minimized by transferring first
instar larvae to fresh vials at a density of 80 larvae/vial until
the desired stage. The synapse located at muscle 4 within
abdominal segment 2–5 was selected for analysis. Primary
antibodies were mouse anti-Brp (1:20; nc82), mouse anti-
GluRIIA (1:50; 8B4D2) and mouse anti-Dlg (1:50 4F3)

(Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, University of
Iowa, USA); chicken anti-�gal (1:1000; ab9361); rabbit
anti-pSmad1/5 (1:100; 41D10; Cell signaling Technology),
rat anti-HA (1:100; 3F10; Roche). Secondary antibod-
ies were donkey anti-Mouse, anti-Chicken, anti-Rabbit
conjugated to FITC, DyLight 488, Cy3, Cy5 and Alexa
647 (1:500–1:1000; Jackson ImmunoResearch). Images
of experimental groups were captured with the same
settings with an Olympus FV1000 and Zeiss 880 confocal
microscopes.

Quantification of immunofluorescence for reporter expres-
sion in the VNC and molecular markers at NMJ4

Bitplane:Imaris v9.2.1 software was used to quantitate re-
porter activity in nuclei of the VNC and fluorescence in-
tensity of molecular markers at NMJ4. Nuclear reporter
activity quantification was carried out as described previ-
ously (10). For intensity measurements at NMJ4 (Brp: ab-
dominal segments 2–5, GluRIIA/Dlg: 2–3), the total re-
gion of synaptic boutons (HRP staining) was defined us-
ing the ‘Surfaces’ tool to select the appropriate NMJ. For
each experimental group, an intensity threshold was then
selected to ensure the created surface encompasses the en-
tirety of the molecular marker and HRP-stained region.
The ‘Cut’ function was used to remove irrelevant structures.
To quantify Brp punctae, the surface was then converted to
a binary mask, and the ‘Spots’ mode function was used to
select the punctae. An estimated XY diameter was calcu-
lated by measuring the diameter of select punctae with the
‘Line’ measurement function. For each experimental group,
an appropriate threshold was selected to ensure the maxi-
mum number of punctae were captured while minimizing
false positives. Accuracy of the ‘Spots’ function was vali-
dated by manually calculating the volume of selected punc-
tae by measuring its length and radius using the ‘Line’ func-
tion and approximating its volume as a bicone. Finally, cal-
culated spots were filtered for those which are only found
within the region defined by the HRP-stained binary mask
surface. The total volume and intensity of Brp punctae, and
also HRP staining, were automatically calculated and ex-
tracted. For the quantification of GluRIIA and Dlg im-
munofluorescence at NMJ4, a similar procedure to that for
Brp was used, except that the total intensity of these molec-
ular markers was calculated using the ‘Surface’ mode func-
tion and no HRP-stained binary mask was used.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using the on-
line tools at https://www.statskingdom.com/, http:
//ccb-compute2.cs.uni-saarland.de/wtest/ (52) and
https://astatsa.com/KruskalWallisTest/. To determine
whether sample populations were normally distributed,
the Shapiro–Wilk test was used. All comparisons were per-
formed using the Student’s t-test, one-way ANOVA or the
nonparametric Wilcoxon rank-sum and Kruskal–Wallis
rank sum tests. For RNA-seq, the Wald test was used and
the P-value was adjusted with the Benjamini–Hochberg
FDR method. Differences between genotypes were con-
sidered significant when P < 0.05. Data are represented as

https://www.statskingdom.com/
http://ccb-compute2.cs.uni-saarland.de/wtest/
https://astatsa.com/KruskalWallisTest/
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mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) and graphing
was carried out using MS Excel.

RESULTS

Identification of a neuronal BMP gene regulatory network

To identify target genes that mediate the downstream func-
tion of BMP-dependent transcription in motor neurons,
we examined differentially expressed genes in wit null wan-
dering third instar larvae (10) (Figure 1B). Among the
9868 genes expressed in the VNC, 1201 genes (12.2%)
were significantly differentially expressed (DE); 637 (6.5%)
were downregulated, and 564 (5.7%) genes were upregu-
lated (Figure 1C and Supplementary Table S2). To reveal
whether DE genes were enriched within functionally re-
lated gene networks, GO term over-representation analysis
using the functional annotation tools, PANTHER (29,30)
and DAVID (31,32), was applied to DE genes. Of the
564 genes upregulated in wit nulls (BMP-downregulated),
no biological processes were over-represented. In con-
trast, of the 637 genes downregulated in wit nulls (BMP-
upregulated), PANTHER identified 16 over-represented bi-
ological processes, of which six were related to neurotrans-
mission, with the others also pertinent to the reported wit
NMJ phenotype, including ‘cell-cell adhesion via plasma
membrane adhesion molecules’ and ‘synapse organization’
(Figure 1D). Genes over-represented by Cellular Com-
ponent were mostly localized to the synapse, and those
over-represented by Molecular Function were mostly re-
lated to amino acid transport and ion transport, as well
as neuropeptide/neurohormone signaling. Similar findings
were obtained using DAVID (Supplementary Figure S1A).
Thus, because BMP activity is mostly restricted to motor
neurons in the VNC, these data indicate that retrograde
BMP signaling upregulates a large number of genes that co-
ordinately regulate synaptic growth and neurotransmission
in motor neurons (5–7).

Persistent retrograde BMP signaling and downstream
transcription is required to maintain neurotransmission
and allow for plasticity throughout larval growth, but
the downstream target genes are largely unknown (7,12).
Using our data to identify candidate genes, we focused
on the network of neurotransmission genes (NT) that is
over-represented for BMP-activated genes. The six over-
represented GO term categories that relate to neurotrans-
mission comprise a total of 453 genes, of which 110 are
BMP-responsive (24.3% of genes in the network), including
86 BMP-upregulated (19%) and 24 BMP-downregulated
(5.3%) genes (Figure 1D and E; Supplementary Figure S2).
Within this NT network, we found four major interaction
clusters (I–IV) that contain 38 BMP-upregulated genes en-
coding key regulators of neurotransmission, neurotransmit-
ter transporters (VGlut, Eaat1), ion channels (nAChRα1,
mGluR, 5-HT1A, eag), modulators of ion channels (Grip,
Slob), active zone organization and synaptic vesicle fusion
(Brp, Syx1A, Syt1, nSyb, Comt, Snap24, Cpx, Tomosyn)
and vesicle recycling (rab3, StnB) (Figure 1E and Supple-
mentary Figure S2). We further subdivided the 110 wit-
responsive genes within this broad neurotransmission cat-
egory into five groups of related gene function: (i) NT syn-
thesis and transport, (ii) cell adhesion and cytoskeleton, (iii)

signaling, (iv) transcription and RNA, and (v) metabolism
and others (Figure 1E and F). We found that the majority
of the wit-responsive gene groups were BMP-upregulated,
except for the ‘metabolism and others’ group, which shows
a 1:1 ratio (Figure 1F). Thus, BMP signaling transcription-
ally upregulates a gene network encoding functionally in-
teracting components of NMJ neurotransmission.

To lift these findings over to mammalian phenotypes and
human disease, we first identified the highest scoring hu-
man orthologs (1086 genes) of the 637 BMP-upregulated
genes, using DIOPT (35). Using EnrichR (40–42) with
mammalian phenotypes in MGI, we observed significant
enrichments for neuronal and synaptic phenotypes, par-
ticularly related to neurotransmission and synaptic plas-
ticity (Supplementary Figure S1B). Second, we examined
disease associations for the 1086 human orthologs. Using
DisGeNET (37–39) with stringent settings, we found that
85 human orthologs were associated with 14 diseases in-
cluding intellectual disability, spastic paraplegia, Parkinson
disease and Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease (Figure 1G and
Supplementary Table S3). Altogether, we conclude that ret-
rograde BMP signaling upregulates neurological disease-
relevant genes to promote synaptic function.

BMP-AE and BMP-SE motifs mediate BMP-dependent up-
regulation of neuronal gene expression

Having identified a BMP-regulated synaptic gene net-
work, we then assessed the proportion of these genes that
are directly regulated by BMP signaling in motor neu-
rons. Because the CNS displays great cell-subtype diver-
sity with a relatively low number of motor neurons that
makes genomics methods to identify pMad bound regions
challenging, we opted for a computational approach to
test for enrichment of BMP-AE (GGCGCCAN4GNCV)
and BMP-SE (GRCGNCN5GTCTG) motifs, for which
the GGCGCC/GRCGNC sequences are bound by pMad
and the GNCV/GTCT sequences are bound by Med
(21,53). Previously, we found that the BLS to motif con-
fidence method (54) efficiently identified functional BMP-
AE motifs that upregulate expression of nearby genes in
motor neurons (10). BMP-SE motifs are established BMP-
dependent silencers of gene expression during embryogene-
sis, growth and patterning of larval imaginal discs, yet their
function remained unexamined in neurons.

To determine if the BLS method can predict func-
tional BMP-SEs, we filtered the 261 strict BMP-SE mo-
tifs found in the noncoding Drosophila genome using
BLS (Supplementary Figure S3) and identified 154 con-
served BMP-SEs based on the strict consensus sequence
(GRCGNCN5GTCTG). These were used to calculate en-
richment near BMP-regulated genes found in transcrip-
tomic datasets reporting differential gene expression upon
ubiquitous BMP-activation in the embryonic blastoderm
(28). Confirming expectations, BMP-SE motifs were signifi-
cantly enriched near BMP-downregulated genes, and BMP-
AE motifs near BMP-upregulated genes. A control set of
Bicoid (Bcd)-responsive genomic fragments showed no en-
richment (Figure 2A). This confirmed that the BLS ap-
proach accurately predicts functional instances of these two
motifs genome-wide.
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We performed the same analysis using our wit null VNC
RNA-seq datasets (10). Extending our previous findings, we
found that conserved BMP-AEs were significantly enriched
to BMP-upregulated genes but not to BMP-downregulated
genes (Figure 2B). However, unexpectedly, BMP-SEs were
also significantly enriched near BMP-upregulated genes
and not to BMP-downregulated genes (Figure 2B). A par-
simonious explanation for this observation would hold that
the BMP-SE may operate as an atypical activator motif in
motor neurons, in contrast to its strict repressive function
in other tissues.

Recruitment of the pMad/Med complex and Shn to
the BMP-SE requires the strict consensus sequence of
Med-recruiting nucleotides at positions 12, 14 and 15
for repressor activity (21). In contrast, positions 13
and 16 of the BMP-SE motif display less strict con-
sensus sequence requirements (55). Therefore, we tested
whether a relaxed BMP-SE motif (GRCGNCN5GTCTG

to GNCGNCN5GNCT) would increase enrichment near
BMP-upregulated genes. Confirming this prediction, we
found that relaxing the BMP-SE motif increased the en-
richment of BMP-SE at BMP-upregulated genes, but not at
BMP-downregulated genes, supporting the hypothesis that
BMP-SE motifs mediate BMP-upregulation of numerous
neuronal target genes (Figure 2C).

These data provide evidence that both BMP-REs medi-
ate direct BMP-dependent upregulation of neuronal gene
expression. Indeed, 22% (142/637) of the BMP-upregulated
genes harbor a conserved BMP-AE and/or strict BMP-SE
within 50 kb of their transcription start site (TSS) (Fig-
ure 2D). Moreover, when considering the more relaxed
BMP-SE motif, we found that 65% (414/637) of the BMP-
upregulated genes harbor a conserved BMP-RE within 50
kb of their TSS (Figure 2D). A similar 64% (55/86) was ob-
served when only the BMP-upregulated genes of the NT
network were considered, indicating that neurotransmis-
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sion at the NMJ is controlled by a large number of genes
that are likely directly upregulated by BMP-signaling (Fig-
ure 2E and Supplementary Table S4).

BMP-SE upregulates reporter gene expression in motor neu-
rons

To obtain functional evidence that BMP-SE motifs oper-
ate as transcriptional activators in motor neurons, we se-
lected 34 conserved BMP-SEs for in vivo testing, based on
their close proximity to wit-responsive genes. Genomic frag-
ments containing those 34 BMP-SEs were cloned into nu-
clear lacZ reporter constructs to test their reporter activity
in larval VNCs. We found that 24 (70.6%) of these DNA
fragments drove reporter expression in the VNC, and that
16 (47.1%) were active in pMad positive neurons (Figure 3A
and Supplementary Table S1). To assess whether these 34
genomic fragments are BMP-regulated, we tested reporter
expression in wit nulls. We found that 11 of the 16 reporters
active in pMad positive neurons (69%) displayed a loss of
expression in wit mutants, and that only 1 out of the 34 re-
porters (2.9%) exhibited upregulation (Figure 3B, Supple-
mentary Figure S4A and Table S5). This further supported
our hypothesis that the BMP-SE motif primarily medi-
ates BMP-dependent activation in the VNC. We next tested
whether the activity of these genomic fragments is con-
trolled by the embedded BMP-SE motif. To this end, we se-
lected three BMP-SEs, based on strong wit-responsiveness
of their corresponding genomic fragments and examined
the recruitment of pMad/Med complexes at those motifs
by EMSA. Lysates of Schneider 2 cells (S2) transfected with
Mad, Med and a constitutively activated Tkv (TkvQD) were
tested for their capacity to band shift IRDye700 tagged
probes containing those BMP-SEs (Figure 3C and D). We
found that the pMad/Med complex shifted each labeled
probe, indicating its binding to the BMP-SE motifs. These
interactions were sequence specific, since all band shifts
were not observed when labeled mutated probes (�Mad),
carrying substitution mutations at the pMad binding, were
tested (Figure 3D). Interestingly, we also observed two band
shifts, with both the labeled wild-type and mutant probes
with lysates of non-transfected and transfected S2 cells.
This suggests that additional unknown proteins, found in
S2 cells, bind and shift these probes independently of BMP-
signaling and the sequence of the BMP-SE motif. Thus, we
interpret these band shifts as non-specific because they do
not represent pMad/Med complex binding at the BMP-SE
motif. We also observed that a number of these non-specific
bands were eliminated upon pMad/Med complex probes
binding, which we presume is due to higher affinity of the
pMad/Med complex for the wild-type probe than the un-
known proteins. These observations were also confirmed
in EMSA using unlabeled wild-type and �Mad-mutated
probe competitors (Supplementary Figure S4B).

To obtain in vivo evidence that the BMP-SE motifs me-
diate BMP-activation, we mutated the BMP-SEs within 5
wit-responsive genomic fragments. These BMP-SEs were
selected because of their significant wit-dependent loss of
reporter expression (Van61, Van65, Van75, Van80) or gain
of reporter expression (Van74). We found that three out of
these four BMP-activated genomic fragments displayed a

loss of reporter expression due to BMP-SE mutation (Fig-
ure 3E and Supplementary Figure S4C). In contrast, mu-
tation of the BMP-SE within Van74 did not lead to any
change, suggesting that the increase of expression for this
reporter in wit nulls is not mediated by this motif (Supple-
mentary Figure S4C). Altogether, these data provide func-
tional in vivo evidence that the BMP-SE mediates BMP-
dependent gene upregulation in motor neurons.

The BMP-SE displays tissue-specific dichotomous function

Our finding that BMP-SE motifs operate akin to the
function of BMP-AE motifs in the VNC led us to test
whether BMP-SE and BMP-AE sequences are function-
ally interchangeable in motor neurons. To this end, we con-
verted the BMP-SE of the Van75 reporter into a BMP-AE
(Van75SE>AE), by replacing the thymine at position 15 with
a guanine (Figure 3C). Second, we converted the BMP-AE
of the Van26 reporter into a BMP-SE (Van26AE>SE), by
replacing the guanine at position 15 with a thymine (Fig-
ure 3C). The BMP-AE within the Van26 reporter was pre-
viously shown to be essential for its neuronal activity (10).
These modifications did not change reporter activity of ei-
ther genomic fragment (Figure 3F), suggesting that BMP-
SE and BMP-AE motifs are interchangeable gene activa-
tors in neurons. However, it is also possible that DNA mo-
tifs embedded in sequences adjacent to the BMP-SE are
responsible for its unique gene activation output in mo-
tor neurons. To rule this possibility out, we performed
a BMP-AE to BMP-SE conversion in the wit-responsive
Van36 fragment (Figure 4A). This fragment displays BMP-
responsiveness in both the wing imaginal disc and in neu-
rons of the VNC (Figure 4B and C) (10,53). In line with
our prediction, the Van36AE>SE reporter showed a total loss
of expression in the wing disc but maintained wild-type
reporter expression in motor neurons (Figure 4B and C).
Taken together, these data strongly suggest that the activa-
tor function of the BMP-SE in motor neurons is indepen-
dent of additional regulatory motifs in the genomic frag-
ment.

Interestingly, we noted that the Van36 reporter is also ex-
pressed in many glial cells of the VNC, and that this pattern
was lost when the BMP-AE was mutated into a BMP-SE
(Figure 4C). Since a role for BMP signaling in gene regula-
tion in glia of the VNC is unknown at this time, it remains
unclear whether this observation is artifactual, or due to a
BMP-dependent silencing function of the BMP-SE in glia.

Absence of the Shn de-repression path for BMP-SE mediated
activation in motor neurons

Next, we tested for any contribution of Shn to BMP-SE
function in motor neurons. By both RNA-seq and exam-
ination of the expression of a functional C-terminal, HA-
tagged allele of shn (shn::HA), we found that shn is in-
deed expressed in the VNC. By RNA-seq, we did observe
a modest but significant downregulation of shn in wit nulls
(Supplementary Figure S5A). However, upon analysis of
Shn::HA expression, we found it to be selectively absent
from most pMad-positive neurons (91.7% ± 0.9; n = 4
VNCs) (Figure 5A) but robustly expressed in other cells.
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This raises the possibility that the absence of Shn in most
motor neurons may account for the specific BMP-SE acti-
vator function in these cells. To test this hypothesis, we mis-
expressed a subfragment of Shn (ShnCT) in motor neurons,
which recapitulates Shn repressive activity (21). In this con-
text, we compared reporter activity of the wild-type Van75
reporter, which contains a wild-type BMP-SE, with a con-
verted Van75 reporter in which the BMP-SE was converted
to a BMP-AE (Van75SE>AE). We reasoned that if the BMP-
SE activator function depends on the absence of Shn in
motor neurons, then the wild-type Van75 reporter would
be repressed, whereas the Van75SE>AE reporter would not
be affected, based on the requirement of Shn activity upon
the strict BMP-SE consensus sequence. In confirmation of
our hypothesis, we observed a 70% loss of reporter activ-
ity of wildtype Van75 compared to a 20% loss of the con-
verted Van75SE>AE reporter (Figure 5B and C). The incom-
plete loss of reporter activity following ShnCT misexpres-
sion likely reflects both the lack of BMP responsiveness of
the reporter in a subset of VNC cells (see Figure 3B and
E) and the low GAL4 expression in certain motor neurons.
Alternatively, we cannot rule out the possibility that an ad-
ditional unknown cofactor that assists in Shn recruitment
to the activated Smad complex at the BMP-SE is absent in

some motor neurons. These data suggest that the absence
of Shn in most motor neurons is a prerequisite for the ac-
tivator function of the BMP-SE embedded in the Van75
reporter.

We then focused on brk, a repressor of BMP-activated
target genes in many tissues that is repressed by BMP signal-
ing and Shn (Figure 1A). In the VNC, we observed a lack of
differential expression for brk in wit nulls (Figure 5D). This
lack of BMP-dependent expression was confirmed by exam-
ining expression of a functional endogenously HA-tagged
brk allele that faithfully recapitulates its expression in the
wing disc (Supplementary Figure S5B and C). Next, we ex-
plored the possibility that low levels of Brk in motor neu-
rons, not detectable by immunohistochemistry, may still be
sufficient to repress potential BMP-AEs to control for op-
timal expression of BMP-upregulated genes. To this end,
we analyzed expression of Van26BMP-AE, a sensitive BMP-
dependent reporter expressed in many motor neurons, in
brkXAstrong hypomorphs. We found no change in the ac-
tivity of Van26BMP-AE in motor neurons (Figure 5E and F),
suggesting that brk does not repress BMP-AEs.

We conclude that downstream BMP signaling transcrip-
tional outcomes in motor neurons do not operate in the con-
text of the de-repression path involving brk and shn func-
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mean ± SEM number of nuclei per VNC expressing the reporter is indicated (inset). (F) Quantification of fluorescence intensities per VNC for genotypes
shown in panel (E) is represented by mean ± SEM. The activity of the Van26 reporter is not altered in brkXA. (G) In this model, the BMP-AE and BMP-SE
mediate the direct upregulation of BMP target genes by BMP signaling in motor neurons, in the absence of Brk and Shn (light gray). ***P < 0.001; n.s.,
not significant (two-sided unequal variance Student’s t-test for C,E,F and Wald test, P-value adjusted with Benjamini–Hochberg for D) with n = 8–10
VNCs per genotype. Scale bars of panels A,B,E: 50 �m; A, magnification: 25 �m.

tion, in contrast to most other Drosophila tissues analyzed
to date (Figure 5G).

BMP-REs mediate BMP-upregulation of critical synaptic
genes

We then wished to dissect the contribution of BMP sig-
naling and both BMP-RE motif types to the regula-
tion of synaptic genes controlling BMP-dependent synap-
tic functions. To this end, we focused our attention on
three BMP-upregulated genes: brp, cg7781 and cg14274.
Brp encodes a presynaptic active zone scaffolding pro-
tein regulating synaptic neurotransmission and plasticity
(56,57). The brp locus contains a single conserved BMP-
SE motif that is wit-responsive in reporter assays (Fig-
ures 6A and 3E, Van65). Cg7781 and cg14274 encode pre-
dicted glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored (GPI) pro-

teins with unknown function, which are related to the
Ly6 genes qvr and twit, both controlling neurotransmis-
sion in Drosophila (14,58,59). Cg7781 and cg14274 are or-
ganized in a gene cluster (Figure 6E) that contains four
conserved BMP-AEs mediating BMP-signaling in reporter
assays (10).

Using a CRISPR/Cas9-based genome editing approach,
we generated two alleles at the brp BMP-SE motif; a mu-
tant allele in which the BMP-SE was edited to prevent
pMad/Med binding, and a control allele that did not mod-
ify the BMP-SE but controlled for the PAM site mutations
(Supplementary Figure S6). We analyzed the consequence
on Brp expression at the larval NMJ by anti-Brp immunola-
beling. Mutation of the BMP-SE motif resulted in a strong
loss of Brp immunoreactivity at NMJ boutons (Figure 6B–
D), supporting a role for the BMP-SE in mediating BMP-
upregulation of this gene.
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Figure 6. (A) Annotated UCSC genome browser image showing the bruchpilot (brp) locus with the BMP-SE and the wit-responsive genomic fragment
used for reporter analysis. (B) Anti-Brp (gray) immunoreactivity at NMJ4 in wandering third instar larvae for which the BMP-SE is either wild-type or
mutated to prevent pMad binding (�Mad). Neurons are labeled by anti-HRP (magenta). These BMP-SE alleles are hemizygous over a genomic deficiency
that encompasses the brp locus. (C, D) Quantification of Brp punctae volume (C) and intensity (D) reduction in BMP-SE mutants is represented by
mean ± SEM. ***P < 0.001 (two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test). (E) Annotated UCSC genome browser image showing the Ly6 gene locus with the
four BMP-AEs, the region deleted (HR Deletion) in the Ly6 allele (Ly6Del), and the four genomic rescues in which the locus was replaced by either
the wild-type sequence (R-Ly6AE), the wild-type sequence with mutations in the four BMP-AEs (R-Ly6AEΔMad), or a partial fragment rescuing either
cg7781 (R-cg7781) or cg14274 (R-cg14274). The attP and loxP sites used for genome engineering are shown. (F) Representative NMJ4 immunostained
for GluRIIA (gray) shown for controls, Ly6Del mutants, and in R-Ly6AE and R-Ly6AEΔMad rescue. Anti-HRP is magenta. (G) Immunofluorescence
intensities for genotypes shown in panel (F) are represented by mean ± SEM. The loss of anti-GluRIIA immunoreactivity in Ly6Del mutants is rescued
in R-Ly6AE, but not in R-Ly6AEΔMad, ***P < 0.001, n.s., not significant (one-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey HSD test). (H) Representative NMJ4
immunostained for GluRIIA following neuronal RNAi knockdown of witty using the elav-Gal4 driver. (I) Quantification of GluRIIA immunofluorescence
after RNAi knockdown of neuronal witty. ***P < 0.001 (two-sided unequal variance Student’s t-test). Scale bars of panels B,F,H: 10 �m.
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To examine the function of Ly6 genes and their BMP-
dependent upregulation by the BMP-AE motif, we used ho-
mologous recombination to delete a ∼15 kb region includ-
ing the four BMP-AEs and the first coding exons of cg7781
and cg14274. We replaced this region with an attP and a
loxP site (Ly6Del) to target wild-type or modified sequences
of the Ly6 genes cluster at its endogenous locus (Figure
6E). This deletion also includes the wit-unresponsive Ly6
gene cg14275 (Figure 6E and data not shown). Ly6Del mu-
tants were viable and fertile, allowing us to examine phe-
notypes at the larval NMJ. Examining wandering third in-
star NMJ4, we observed a dramatic reduction of postsy-
naptic glutamate receptor subunit IIA (GluRIIA) in Ly6Del
mutants (Figure 6F and G). The loss of GluRIIA was spe-
cific, since the levels of the postsynaptic marker, Discs Large
(Dlg), and the active zone scaffolding protein, Bruchpi-
lot (Brp), remained unaffected (Supplementary Figure S7A
and B). To identify which of the Ly6 genes contribute to this
phenotype, we examined GluRIIA in Ly6Del mutant NMJs
rescued with two non-overlapping wild-type genomic frag-
ments that encompass either cg7781 (R-cg7781) or cg14274
(R-cg14274) (Figure 6E). We found that cg14274, but not
cg7781, is required for GluRIIA at NMJ4 (Supplemen-
tary Figure S7C). To then test if presynaptic expression of
cg14274 regulates postsynaptic GluRIIA at the NMJ, we
expressed a dsRNA against cg14274 under the control of
the elav-Gal4 pan-neuronal driver. We observed a strong re-
duction of GluRIIA (Figure 6H and I) at NMJ4, indicat-
ing that neuronal cg14274 expression controls the accumu-
lation of GluRIIA at the post-synapse in muscle. By virtue
of its function at the synapse, we named the cg14274 gene
without maturity (witty). Finally, to test if the BMP-AE mo-
tifs near the witty locus mediate BMP-dependent upregu-
lation of witty in motor neurons to control postsynaptic
GluRIIA, we mutated the four BMP-AEs in the Ly6 genes
cluster (Figure 6E). Strikingly, this phenocopied the loss of
GluRIIA observed in Ly6Del mutant NMJ4 (Figure 6F and
G). Therefore, the BMP-AEs mediate the BMP-dependent
upregulation of witty transcription in motor neurons to
control GluRIIA accumulation in the muscle at the NMJ.

Taken together, these data demonstrate that both motifs,
the BMP-AE and the BMP-SE, mediate widespread direct
BMP-dependent upregulation of genes critical for synaptic
maturation (Figure 7).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we identified a network of wit-responsive genes
in Drosophila motor neurons, with an overrepresentation
of upregulated genes involved in neurotransmission. We
also found adjacent candidate cis-regulatory BMP-REs for
many of these genes. This suggests that BMP signaling pri-
marily operates directly to upregulate a network of presy-
naptic genes to promote motor neuron maturation. No-
tably, we discovered that BMP-SE motifs operate as activa-
tors in motor neurons, and that the Shn/Brk de-repression
pathway is absent, revealing a unique regulatory mech-
anism for BMP gene regulation in these cells. Next, by
BMP-RE mutagenesis we demonstrated the role of direct
BMP-dependent regulation of brp and the novel gene witty,
thereby providing mechanistic insight into the contribution

of retrograde BMP signaling to synaptic maturation. Con-
sidering that neurotransmission requires continuous BMP-
dependent regulation and NMJ growth appears to be only
BMP-dependent during early developmental time points
(12), it will be interesting to monitor BMP-dependent gene
expression through embryonic and larval stages after modu-
lating BMP signaling components and activity levels in mo-
tor neurons. Furthermore, the direct BMP-dependent regu-
lation of a large fraction of the gene network we have iden-
tified raises the possibility that BMP signaling may be in-
volved in scalable, fast transcriptional responses to pertur-
bations at the growing NMJ. While such mechanisms re-
main undemonstrated, we believe that future efforts to mon-
itor the dynamics of BMP-regulated target gene transcrip-
tion will be facilitated by our identification of direct BMP
target genes and their BMP-responsive cis-regulatory ele-
ments.

Our findings suggest that the gene network identified
here orchestrates neurotransmission and maturation at the
Drosophila NMJ. We speculate that orthologs of many of
these genes operate within related networks to control sim-
ilar functions in vertebrate synapses. To expand on this, we
examined if any of the neuronal genes upregulated by BMP
signaling are disease relevant. Through highly stringent or-
thology and disease association searches, we found that
77 BMP-upregulated genes have a human gene ortholog
strongly implicated in a neurological disorder. Interest-
ingly, among those 77 genes, the ortholog of fly Reticulon-
like 1 (Reticulon 2; RTN2) is implicated in Hereditary
Spastic Paraplegias (HSPs) (60). Moreover, deregulation of
TGF�/BMP signaling has also been implicated in HSPs
(61–63); thus, our work suggests a relevant link between
RTN2 and the TGF�/BMP signaling pathway in HSP.

A notable finding in our study is that the BMP-SE op-
erates as an activator in motor neurons. Thus, this motif
does not operate as a strict silencer in Drosophila, but as
a context-dependent dichotomous cis-regulatory element,
depending on the tissue and the presence of Shn. Stud-
ies aimed at identifying BMP-responsive cis-regulatory el-
ements in vertebrates have revealed that both BMP-AE
and BMP-SE-type motif sequences are present. Interest-
ingly, BMP-SE-type motifs seem to operate as strict ac-
tivators in vertebrates (64,65), with Shn orthologs having
a co-activator function (65,66). This observation and our
findings that the BMP-SE motif operates as an activator in
Drosophila motor neurons can be reconciled from an evo-
lutionary perspective, given evidence that the CNS of both
vertebrates and invertebrates share a monophyletic origin
and is patterned by BMP signaling (67,68). Although the
role of the BMP signaling pathway in patterning the trunk
CNS along the dorso-ventral axis of animals is conserved,
BMP-dependent target gene regulation is often reversed.
For example, in the dorsal neuroectoderm, expression of
Drosophila msx and zebrafish msxB genes are both BMP-
regulated; through a BMP-SE motif that mediates silenc-
ing in Drosophila and a relaxed BMP-SE motif that me-
diates activation in zebrafish (69). Therefore, we speculate
that while BMP-AE and BMP-SE motifs are activators
by default, the latter motif was subsequently recruited to
the repression of brk and other genes in numerous tissues
in Drosophila (20,21,23–26). In contrast, in tissues where
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BMP-dependent regulation of brk is absent, such as in
Drosophila motor neurons, or in vertebrates where no brk
gene is present, the BMP-SE retained its ancestral activa-
tor role.

By validating the function of BMP-REs that upregulate
brp and witty, we not only demonstrate that our approach is
efficient at identifying direct target genes involved in BMP-
dependent synaptic functions but also provide a framework
for the experimental dissection of the discrete contribution
of BMP signaling to the expression and function of those
genes at the NMJ. Previous work reported that Brp-positive
active zones number and density was strongly reduced at the
NMJ in gbb, wit and antimorphic Mad1 mutants (12,70).

Moreover, inhibition of BMP-dependent transcription in
third instar larvae led to rapid loss of active zone den-
sity, which correlates with the observed loss of competence
for presynaptic homeostatic plasticity after BMP blockade
(7,12). We now provide mechanistic evidence for these ob-
servations by showing that brp is directly BMP-upregulated.
This may explain how persistent retrograde BMP signaling
and transcriptional activity are required to maintain active
zone integrity (7,12).

Our findings demonstrate that canonical BMP-
dependent upregulation of witty is required for post-
synaptic GluRIIA accumulation at the NMJ but does
not rule out additional postsynaptic functions for witty.
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While these data are consistent with the observation that
postsynaptic GluRIIA is severely reduced in wit and mad1

mutants (71–73), they do contrast with recent reports that
a non-canonical BMP signaling pathway dependent on
synaptic pMad also regulates GluRIIA at the NMJ (71).
Therefore, these canonical and non-canonical pathways
may indeed function as non-redundant BMP-dependent
mechanisms. To expand on such a model, we suggest
that synaptic pMad may allow for acute, short-term
compensatory responses, whereas the pMad-dependent
transcriptional mechanism may offer a longer-term consol-
idation response. Future experiments aimed at defining the
underlying mechanisms regulated by witty will be critical to
understanding how presynaptic retrograde BMP signaling
controls postsynaptic maturation.

In conclusion, the identification of BMP-activated genes
and their BMP-REs facilitates the discovery of novel synap-
tic genes, as well as the dissection of how BMP-dependent
transcriptional regulation of target genes contributes to
NMJ function. We anticipate that our approach will facili-
tate the disentanglement of transcriptional versus synaptic
roles for BMP signaling at the NMJ.
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